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An Attempt at a Family Tree for Accent 
in Some Korean Dialects* 

Teruhiro HAYATA 

0. To our knowledge there has been no attempt thus far to re
construct the overall genealogy of accent in Korean dialects, though 
some references to neigh boring dialects and/ or to Middle Korean 
of the 15th century have been made in the descriptions of particu
lar dialects. To reconstruct a family tree a' great deal reliable data 
is required along with a valid methodology. At present we have ex
tremely sparse data on accent in Korean dialects. At most data on 
accent patterns on about twenty dialects are available to the author. 
The present attempt follows methods that are characteristic of 
Tokugawa (1962) on the reconstruction of a family tree for accent 
in Japanese dialects; he states "one must take the neutralization 
of accentual distinctions as the analogue of blood typing. The con
cept of' geographic distribution' is closest to inferences from family 
registers'.' However, data of Korean accent is not abundant enough 
to exhibit geographi_c distribution. For the time being we can only 
try to reconstruct the genealogy almost entirely on the basis of neu
tralizations. 

1. MATERIALS 
The following materials are used in this paper: 

Middle Korean: Ho (1963), Hayata (1974), etc. 

* I would like to express my thanks to those whose data has enabled me 
to write this paper. I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Mr. Jong Kook 
Rhee, who not only as an informant of Yeongch'eon offered much useful data, 
but also introduced me to many native informants and assisted in the field 
work in spite of his illness. I am also very grateful to Reynold Clark of Kyushu 
University who read over the first draft of this paper and to Donald Smith of 
the University of Georgia for his comments on the extended version. 
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Modern dialects 
Seoul : Umeda (1971), etc. 

Hamgyeong: Ramsey (1974). 

Yeonan (Hwanghae) : Mr. Hyung Kee Park, a native in

formant. 
Ch'unch'eon (Kang-weon): Mr. Chang Gie Kang, a native 

informant. 

Samch'eok ( II ) : Mr. Jinha Lee, a native in-

formant. 
Andong (North Kyeongsang): Rah (1975). 

Ch'ilgok ( 11 ) : Umeda (1960). 

Taegu ( 11 ) : Moon (1969), Rah (1974). 

Yeongch'eon ( 11 ) : Mr. Jong Kook Rhee, a 
native informant. 

Ch'angnyeong (South Kyeongsang): Mr. Sam Kyung 
Sung, a native m

formant. 
II 

II 

Yeongsan ( 
Kimhae ( 
Ch'ang.-weon ( 
Namhae( II 

Koseong-T' ong-yeong ( 
II 

II 

II 

) : Umeda (1969). 
) : Ho (1963). 
) : Kim (1970). 
) : Rah (1975). 

) : Chong (1974). 
) : Rah (1975). Hamyang ( 

Haman( 11 ) : Mr. Sung-cheon Hong, a native inform-

ant. 
Sach'eon ( 11 ) : Mr. Jae-Rong Choi, a native informant. 

Cheonju (North Cheonra): Mr. Hong Rock Oh, a native 
informant. 

Kwangju (South Cheonra): Kim (1969). 

Mokp'o ( 11 ) : Kim (1969). 

Haenam-Muan ( 11 ) : Kim (1969). 

Chindo ( 11 ) : Rah (1975). 

Out of these twenty-four dialects eight are grouped as having a com

mon accent parttern (from Andong down through N amhae except 

Ch'ilgok) and will be called Kyeongsang for convenience. 
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An Attempt at a Family Tree for Accent 
in Some Korean Dialects (HAYATA) 

It might be thought too bold to try to reconstruct a family tree, 
based on such a small set of dialects. Nonetheless it seems to be 
well worth while to make clear the mutual relations of the dialects 
with data presently available. 

2. PHONOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF ACCENT 
IN EACH DIALECT 

2.1. Middle Korean. 
As is shown previously (Hayata 1974) Middle Korean of the 15-

th century (abbreviated as MK) is a pitch-accent language, where 
the accent patterns are specified by the location of, at most, one 
rise-in-pitch-accent per word that can occur on any syllable bound
ary, i.e., between syllables, or before the initial or after the last 
syllable of a word. In the following illustrative chart, V denotes 
'high-level' pitch, V (unmarked) 'low-level' pitch, V 'low-to-high
rising' pitch, and the symbol r a rise-in-pitch-accent mark indicat
ing as a rule low pitch on what precedes. 

(1) 
form in 

written documents 
phonological 

representation 

'language' 
'horse' 
'measure' 

'man' 
'son' 
'wind' 
'mosquito' 

'beef' 
'daughter-in-law' 
'crow' 
'finger' 
'rainbow' 

mar 
mAr 
mar 

sar Am ~ sar Am 
ad.Ar 
bArAm 
m6giy ~ m6giy 

syoygogi ~ syoyg6gi 
myenAri ~ myenAri 
gamag6y 
sonsgarag 
rmjigey ~ mijigey 

;rmar/ 
/ mArr; 
/mar/ 

;rsarAm/ 
/ ardAr/ 
/ bArAmr; 
/ mogiy/ 

;rsyoygogi/ 
/ myernAri/ 
/ gamargoy/ 
/ sonsgaragr / 
/ mijigey/ 
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2.2. Harngyeong. 

Based on data taken from Ramsey (1974) the accent patterns of 

the Pukch'eong dialect in South Hamgyeong can be represented as 

in (2). In the actual pitch forms only high pitch ( ' ) is marked and 

low pitch unmarked, and in the phonological representation the sym

bol , indicates low pitch on what follows. To the right of the sym-

bol + is a nominative particle. 

(2) actual 
pitch form 

'pear' be + ga 

'measure, language' mar + i 

'wind' baram + 

'son' adir + i 

'mosquito' m6gi + ga 

'finger' sonGarag + i 

'crow' gamagwi + ga, 

'a kind of fish' gamurci + ga 

'goblin' t6Gebi + ga 

phonological 
representation 

/be/ 
/marl/ 

/baram/ 
/adirf/ 
/molgi/ 

/sonGarag/ 
/gamagwil/ 

/gamurlci/ 

/to 1Gebi/ 

Ramsey (1974) shows no reflexes of Middle Korean patterns like 

sifram ~ saram ;r saram/ 'man' and syoygogi ~ syoyg6gi ;r syoygogi/ 

'beef',but from the correspondence of mar rmar/ (MK): mar /mar1/ 

(Hamgyeong) 'language' something like saram/salram/ and sy6ygogi 

/syoylgogi/ can be inferred as corresponding Hamgyeong patterns. 

2.3. Kyeongsang. 

The following eight dialects: Andong, Taegu, Ch'angnyeong, 

Yeongch'eon, Yeongsan, Kimhae, Ch'ang-we_on, and Namhae, each 

having as a rule one and the same underlying accent system<:VThese 

are grouped together as having what will be called the Kyeongsang 

accent pattern or simply Kyeongsang. The main, almost only, dif

ference between these dialects lies in some of the rules of actual-

1 Ch'angnyeong reflex of the Middle Korean rooo is 0001 rather than 1000. 
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ization, i.e., Pitch Assignment and Vowel Elongation. The actual 
pitch forms of Taegu and N amhae (both by Rah 1975) in (3) will be 
illustrative of the common Kyeongsang underlying patterns (pho
nological representation). The symbol ' denotes a fall-in-pitch ac
cent with, as a rule, low pitch on what follows. In the actual pitch 
forms, V denotes 'high; V 'mid; V 'high-to-mid-(or high-to-low-?) 
falling', V: an elongated vowel, and an unmarked vowel 'low'. 

(3) 
actual pitch form 

phonological 
representation 

Taegu Namhae 

'language' mafr mafr /'mar/ 
II +NOM.' mafr+ i mar+i /'mar+ i/ 

'horse' mar mar / mar1/ 
II +NOM.' mar+i mar+i / mar1 + i/ 

'measure' mar mar /mar/ 
II +NOM.' mar+i mar+i / mar+ i/ 

'man' sa:ram saram /'saram/ 
II +NOM.' sa:ram + i saram+ i /'saram+i/ 

'the young animal' seGi seGi / se'Gi/ 
II +NOM.' seGi +ga seGi+ ga / se'Gi + ga/ 

'leg' dari dari / dari1/ 
II +NOM.' dari+ga dari + ga / dari' + ga/ 

'wife' ma:nura manO.ra /'manura/ 
'straw bag' gamani gamani / galmani/ 
'broad bellflower' doraji doraji / doralji/ 
'fishing' nagsijir nagsijir / nagsijir/ 

As' is shown in (3) the initial syllable preceded by an underlying 
accent (I) is actualized as elongated in Taegu and as low-pitched 
in Namhae. 

2.4. Koseong-T'ong-yeong (abbreviated as KT). 
Chong (197 4) shows the following pitch patterns of KT in South 

Kyeongsang where V denotes 'high-level',V (unmarked) 'low-level' 
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and V 'elongated low-to-high-rising' ('a low-high compound tone' 

in Chong's terminology). 
(4) 

jib+ i 'house+ NOM.' 

mur+i 'water+NOM.' 

mar+i 'language+ NOM.' 

'daughter
adir 'son' meniri in-law' 

baram 'wind' abuji 'father' 

saram 'man' samagu 'wart' 

Words of this dialect exhibit only a three-way accentual opposi

tion regardless of length. This means that KT is a word-tone lan

guage ('word-pitch system' in Chong's terminology) where each 

word carries one of three tonemes: 'falling', 'level', and 'long-rising'. 

These tonemes can be represented as ' , -and : respectively and 

placed word-initially for convenience. The above cited examples 

will then be rewritten as follows: 

(5) 

/'jib+ i/ 
;-mur+i/ 

/ :mar+i/ 

2.5. Ch'ilgok. 

/'adir/ 
/-baram/ 
/: saram/ 

/'meniri/ 
;-abuji/ 

/ :samagu/ 

According to Umeda (1960) the Ch'ilgok dialect of North 

Kyeongsang has two distinct "prosoden:ies" (in this case, virtually 

"word-tone" in the author's term): 'level' and 'falling'. See the 

following examples: 

(6) 

'body+ NOM.' 

'horse+ NOM.' 
'language+ NOM.' 

'cloud' 
'son 

, 

'man' 
'is visible' 

'rainbow' 
'daughter-in-law' 

'mole' 

Umeda's 
actual pitch form "phonemic" representation 

mom+i ;-momi/ 

mar+i fmari/ 
ma:r+i ;-maari/ 

gurum J-gurum/ 

adir j'adir/ 

sa:ram ;-saaram/ 

bi:nda /'biinda/ 

mujO.rge ;-muzurge/ 

miniri fminiri/ 

sa:magu ;-saamagu/ 
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As is shown in other papers (Hayata 1974, 1975a, 1975b), the 
author maintains that surface long vowels in the Kyeongsang dia
lects are of two kinds: long due to accent and long due to vowel 
contractio•n. For the Ch'ilgok dialect also long vowels containing 
no high pitch are found to be accountable for in terms of accent 
(word-tone) and those containing a high pitch in terms of vowel 
contraction. This leads to the postulation of three distinct word
tones rather than two in Ch'ilgok. Using the symbol: for this third 
(elongating) word-tone, the words [sa:ram] and [bi:nda] can be pho-
nologically represented as /: saram/ and /'biinda/ respectively. 
Thus the above cited examples· can be rewritten in the author's 
phonological notation as follows: 

(7) 
;-mom+i/ 
/' mar+ i/ 
/: mar+ i/ 

/-gurum/ 
/' adir/ 
/: saram/ 

;-mujurge/ 
/' miniri/ 
/: samagu/ 

j'biinda/ 

The accent patterns of Ch'ilgok and Koseong-T'ong-yeong are 
identical and the rules of pitch assignment are rather different. 

2.6. Samch'eok. 
Based on data taken from Mr. Jinha Lee, a native informant, 

the Samch'eok dialect in Kang-weon is found to be a word-tone 
language where each word carries one of three tonemes: 'falling' 
/'/, 'rising' r / and 'elongating' /:/. The following chart will be 
illustrative where, in actual pitch forms, V denotes 'high', V (un
marked) 'low', V 'high-to-low-falling' and V: an elongated vowel. 

(8) 
actual pitch form phonological 

representation 
'horse' mar ("mar/ 

" +NOM.' mar+i /'mar+ i/ 
'measure' mar rmar/ 

" +NOM.' mar+i rmar+i/ 
'language' ma:r /:mar/ 

" +NOM.' ma:r+i /:mar+i/ 
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'son' adir /"adir/ 
II +NOM.' adir+i /"adir+ i/ 

'wind' baram /"baram/ 
II +NOM.' baram.+i r1:>aram+i/ 

'man' sa:ram /:saram/ 
II +NOM.' sa:ram +i /:saram + i/ 

'daughter-in-law' menuri /"'menuri/ 

'crow' Gamagu f"Gamagu/ 
'beef' s6:g6gi /:sogogi/ 

The three dialects, KT, Ch'ilgok and Samch'eok,ihave one and 

the same underlying accent patterns and only some•of the rules of 

actualization and correspondingly the tone symbols are different. 

This group of dialects will be called KT-C-S. 

2.7. Hamyang. 
The accent patterns of the Hamyang dialect of South Kyeongsang 

(Rah 1975) are given in (9) where Rah's [+accent] is represented 

by the symbol ' and [ - accent] by the symbol - placed word

initially. 
(9) 

actual pitch form 

'horse' mar 
II +NOM.' mar+i 

'measure, lauguage' mar 
II +NOM.' mar+i 

'the young animal' seGi 
II +NOM.' seGi+ga 

'man' saram 
II +NOM.' saram+i 

'straw bag' gamani 
'broad bellflower' d6raji 

phonological 
representation 

/'mar/ 
/"mar+i/ 
/-mar/ 
;-mar+i/ 

f'seGi/ 
f'seGi + ga/ 
/-saram/ 
/-saram+i/ 

f'gamani/ 
/-doraji/ 

This dialect is like KT-C-S a word-tone language, where each word 

carries one of the two tonemes, 'falling' ('') or 'level' (-). 
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2.8. Haman and Sach' eon. 
The data of Haman in South Kyeongsang comes from a native 

informant, Mr. Sung-cheon Hong. Haman is a word-tone language 
exhibiting a three-way tonal opposition but the accent patterns do 
not correspond to those of KT-C-S. Compare the following chart 
where the tone marks/ ' , - , "/ denote 'falling', 'level' and 'rising' 
respectively. 

(10) 
actual pitch form 

phonological 
representation 

'horse' mar /'mar/ 

" +NOM.' mar+i /'mar+ i/ 
'measure' ma:r ;-mar/ 

" +NOM.' mar+i /-mar+ i/ 
'language' ma:-r rmar/ 

" +NOM.' mar+i rmar+ i/ 

'son' adir /'adir/ 
II +NOM.' adir+ i /'adir+ i/ 

'wind' baram /"baram/ 
II +NOM.' baram+i / "baram + i/ 

'mosquito' m6gi /-mogi/ 
II +NOM.' m6gi +ga ;-mogi +ga/ 

'man' saram / "saram/ 

" +NOM.' saram + i / "saram + i/ 

'daughter-in-law' my~niri / 'my~miri/ 
'crow' Gamagu /"Gamagu/ 
'rainbow' m1jige ;-mijige/ 
'wart' samagu /"samagu/ 

The accent patterns of Sach'eon in South Kyeongsang of Mr. 
Jae-Rong Choi are very similar to those of Haman. 

2.9. Haenam-Muan (abbreviated as HM). 
The actual pitch forms of HM in South Cheonra, based on data 

from Kim (1969), are given in the middle column of (11), with only 
high pitch (") being inarked. This dialect should be considered a 
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word-tone language with three distinct tonemes: 'rising' ( ~ ), 'fall

ing' ( '), and 'level' (-). Using the three tone marks, the accent pat

terns of HM can be represented as in the right hand column of (11). 

(11) phonological 
actual pitch form representation 

'language' mar /'mar/ 
'measure mar ;-mar/ 

II +NOM. mar+i ;-mar+ i/ 
'horse mar /'mar/ 

II +NOM. mar+i /'mar+ i/ 

'kick' ca+da ;-ea +da/ 
'man' saram /'saram/ 
'son' adir /~ adir/ 

'daughter-in-law' meniri /~meniri/ 
'grandmother' hanasi /-hanasi/ 

2.10. Kwangju. 

According to Kim (1969) the Kwangju dialect of South Cheonra 

exhibits pitch patterns such as 00(0 ...... ), 00(0 ...... ), 66(0 ...... ) and 

00. Kim states that, if not 00(0 ...... ),words beginning with either 

checked or aspirated consonants including s and h take 66 (0 ...... ) 

or O O patterns and words beginning with other sounds take O 6 ( 0 ...... ) 

patterns. This means that Kwangju is a word-tone language with 

two distinct tonemes: 'falling' [00(0 ...... )] represented as/'/ and 'non

falling' [00(0 ...... ), 66(0 ...... )] represented as;-;. Examples are: 
(12) 

'mind' 
'cayenne pepper' 
'man' 

actual pitch form 

maim 
G6ci 

saram 

phonological 
representation 

;-maim/ 
/-Goci/ 
/ 'saram/ 

It seems that 'falling' in HM corresponds to 'falling' in Kwangju. 
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2.11. Yeonan, Ch'unch'eon and Seoul. 
The data of Yeonan in Hwanghae comes from Mr. Hyung Kee 

Park, a native informant, and that for Ch'unch'eon in Kang-weon 
from Mr. Chang Gie Kang, a native informant. From the accentual 
point of view these two dialects and Seoul are quite similar in that 
pitch is irrelevant and -that, at least in polysyllabic words, the dif
ference in vowel quantity between long and short is distinctive on 
initial syllables. In addition Seoul generally distinguishes vowel 
quantity on the initial syllables of monosyllabic words. In three 
syllable words, Yeonan, Ch'unch'eon and Seoul reflexes of the MK 
pattern rooo appear to begin usually with short syllables as in 
segogi, sogogi 'beef', samagi, samagwi 'wart', gumbevi 'white grub', 
sadari 'ladder', etc~though length is distinctive in three-syllable 
words, e.g., [sa:turi] 'dialect'. In these three dialects, words with a 
long vowel on the initial syllable correspond generally to those of 
the MK pattern r O ( O ...... ). The following two words, whose MK 
patterns are 00 and oar, however, also begin with a long syllable: 
[mo:gi] (Yeonan, Ch'unch'eon, Seoul)/ mogiy (MK) 'mosquito', and 
[ga:ji] (Yeonan, Ch'unch'eon)/ gaji r (MK) 'eggplant'. It is impossi
ble to tell at present whether these forms have been inherited from 
parent dialects or acquired from neighboring dialects. 

The following chart will be illustrative, where the symbol : de-
notes 'elongating' : 

(13) 
Middle Korean Seoul Yeonan 

Ch'unch' eon 
'horse' mAr or 

{ ~} 1n 'measure' mar 0 
'language' mar ro :o 
'son' adAr oro 00 ! (:~) l 'wind' bArAm { o or} 00 
'eggplant' gaji 0 or 00? 
'branch' gaji { ~ ~} 00 
'mosquito' mogiy (:00) (:00) 
'man' sarAm ro 0 :QQ :oo 
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'daughter-in-law' myenAri oro 0 000 000 

'crow' gamagoy 0 oro 000 000 

'finger' sonsgarag o o or 000 000 

'rainbow' mijigey 0 0 0 000 000 

'wart' samagu ro O 0 000 000 
(: 000)? (: 000)? 

2.12. Cheonju and Chiodo. 

The data on Cheonju in North Cheonra comes from a native 

informant, Mr. Hong Rock Oh, and that on Chindo from Rah 

(1975). Cheonju and Chindo are "accentless" dialects, where accen

tual distinctions have been lost completely. In Cheonju all the words 

in isolation are pronounced with falling pitch and those with a 

particle with rising pitch, e.g., [m;}ri~mciri + ga] 'head(+ NOM.)', 

[abuji~abuji + ga] 'father(+ NOM.)', etc. There seems to be no 

distinctive difference in vowel quantity between long and short. In 

Chindo (Rah 1975) all MK patterns appear to take 6(00 ...... ) with 

short vowels except one word [ma:r] 'language' which contains a 

long vowel. 

3. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A FAMILY TREE 

3.1. There is no established inductive method for determining 

which system will be the parent of any particular accent system. 

We cannot help but resort to negative argumentation or the pro

cess of elimination whereby we argue, for example, that system A 

cannot be the mother of system B, or system B cannot be the daugh

ter of system A. It is considered to be most suitable for our pur

pose to make reference to the neutralization of accentual distinc

tions as in Tokugawa (1962). 

The underlying accent patterns of Middle Korean contain the 

necessary and probably sufficient®information for deriving the 

2 Usual dictionaries give citations- like [swe:gogi] and [gu:mbeui] rather 

than [sogogi - segogi] and [gumbeui]. 

3 But, see 2.11. 
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accent patterns of all the dialects under consideration. Accent pat
terns differing from those of MK might be required as common 
accent patterns for deriving the accent patterns of all the existing 
Korean dialects, but there is no way to tell if this is the case with 
the present data. 

3.2. When accent system A has the distinction between patterns 
a and b, while system B has lost the distinction, then B cannot be a 
parent of A. If in accent system X two patterns a and bat some 
time merged into one pattern that is distinct from c, and, on the 
other hand, in accent system Y two patterns a and c merged into 
one pattern which is distinct from b, then X cannot be a parent or 
an offspring of Y. In this case X and Y are sister dialects and their 
common mother will be, say, Z which has three distinct patterns a, 
b and c. In this case the following partial tree is reconstructed : 

(14) 

I 
X 

(a, b)(c) 

z 
(a)(b)(c) 

I 
_I 
y 

(a,c)(b) 

When accent system A can be the parent of accent system B, 
and B can be the parent of accent system C, the family tree repre
sented in (15) is reconstructed, where it is acknowledged that C 
may have developed directly from A. 

(15) 
A 

I 
B 

I 
C 

The last interpretation differs from that of Tokugawa, who as
sumes "that there is a progression to these changes and that there 
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are no jumps" such as from A to C in (15). Since "jumps" are not 

disallowed, the family tree in this paper is not one in the usual 

sense of the term. The tree in (15), for example, can reflect histori

cal developments (a) and (b) though not (c) in (16). 

(16) 
(a) (b) (c) 

A A A 

l A 1 
B B C C 

l 
C 

l 
B 

3.3. Consider the correspondences of the accent patterns between 

the ten types of dialects in the accompanying table onpp.16,17(pat

terns which do not exist in the source materials and have been set 

up by the author's inference are marked with an asterisk). There 

are of course several exceptions, which will have to be explicated 

in subsequent research. 

There seem to be no problems in regarding MK type of accent 

as the prototype at least for· the types of dialects under considera

tion. In all the dialects other than MK some patterns merged, and 

there is no evidence indicating that some patterns of MK should 

be considered to be the result of splits from single patterns. It is 

assumed as in Tokugawa that" once neutralizations have occurred 

[in underlying forms], the earlier distinctions have never reap

peared". Some people would say that some distinctions may have 

been acquired from neigh boring dialects. However, as Jakobson 

(1938) states, "the suppression of a phonological distinction is more 

likely to be imposed on speakers who already possess it, than a 

supplementary distinction can be introduced where it is lacking." 

Out of the ten types of dialects the three, i.e., MK, Kyeongsang 

and Hamgyeong, are "pitch-accent" dialects where the location of 

accent is significant, and the other seven, i.e., Haenam-Muan, 

Kwangju, KT-C-S, Hamyang, Haman-Sach'eon, Seoul and Yeonan

Ch'unch'eon, are "word-tone" dialects where each word itself car-
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ries a distinctive tone. As the word-tone dialects under considera
tion distinguish at most three patterns of tones irrespective of the 
number of syllables in a word, the pitch-accent dialects distinguish
ing at least four patterns for three syllable words cannot have de
veloped from any of the word-tone dialects, but the opposite is 
possible. Thus the following tentative tree can be reconstructed: 

(17) 

MK, Kyeongsang, Hamgyeong 

I 
(
pitch-accent) 

· dialects 

HM, K wangju, KT-C-S, Hamyang, (word-tone) 
Haman-Sach'eon, Seoul, Yeonan-Ch'unch'eon dialects 

In the pitch-accent dialects the distinction between O and IQ of 
Kyeongsang is neutralized as O I in Hamgyeong. Hence, the accent 
patterns of Kyeongsang type cannot have developed from those of 
Hamgyeong type. The distinction between 000' and 000 of Ham
gyeong is neutralized as 0010 in Kyeongsang. Hence, the accent pat
terns of Hamgyeong type cannot have developed from those of 
Kyeongsang type~ It follows that the two types of dialects have 
developed from a dialect with distinctions between the O and IQ of 
Kyeongsang and between the 000' and 000 of Hamgyeong. The 
common parent will be one having the MK type of accent pattern
ing. The ooro and ooor of MK may be seen to have merged into 
00'0 in Kyeongsang and the O and roof MK into QI in Hamgyeong. 
The relations of these three types of dialects are reconstructed as 
in (18). 

4 In a previous paper (Hayata 1974: 114) the author made the mistake of 
overlooking this point. 

5 In Samch'eok the tone marks ' , - and: should be read as ' , ' and: 
respectively. 

6 'branch' is /:00/. See 2.11. 

7 'mosquito' is /:00/. See 2.11. 

8 In Samch'eok 'mosquito' is exceptionally/' 00 / and 'harp' ;-000/. 
9 In Ch'angnyeong the pattern here is 000' rather than 1000, and 'beef' is 

exceptionally /000/. 
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bi) bi) 
C: C: 
0 ro 
V {f) 

(!.) C: >. ~ Representative Words - ro bi) 
"O V E 0 

in Middle Korean form "O >.., (1) 

·- 0 <ll >. 
;E :::<:: :::r:: ~ 

mAr 'horse' or 0 QI 
bAy 'pear' 

mar 'measure 
0 [] 0 

bAy 'stomach' 

mar 'language' ro IQ 
nun 'snow 

adAr 'son' oro 0 QI 010 
meri 'head' 

bArAm 'wind' 0 or 0 0 0 QI 
gaji 'eggplant' 

mogAy 'mosquito' 
0 0 010 0 0 

gaji 'branch' 

sarAm 'man' ro 0 •0 10 IQ 0 
angay 'fog' 

gemingo 'harp oro 0 0 010 010 0 
myenAri 'daughter-in-law 

gamagoy 'crow 0 oro 0 0 QI 

0 0'01 ebezi 'father 

sonsgarag 'finger 0 0 or 0 0 0 0 010 
doricay 'flail' 

mijigey 'rainbow 0 0 0 I o,o ol 0 0 0 
hanabi 'grandmother' 

syoygogi 'beef' ro O 0 l.0 10 0 10 o o® 
samagu 'wart' 

TABLE OF CORRESPONDENCES 
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'O 'O 

-o [} -o 

:o ;o 

'O 0 'O 0 'O 0 

ro O. l -o 0 

-o o® -o 0 

:o 0 -o 0 

'O O o® 'O O 0 'O O 0 

-o O 0 -o O 0 ;o o o 

-o O 0 -o O 0 ;o o o 

-o O 0 -o O 0 -o O 0 

:o O 0 -o O 0 ;o o o ~ 
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;o 

-o 

'O 

r-o o} -o 0 

l-o o -o 0 

-o 0 -o 0 

'O 0 'O 0 

; 0 0 0 -o O 0 

;o o o -o O 0 

; 0 0 0 -o O 0 

-o O 0 -o O 0 

'O O 0 'O O 0 

'3 
0 
(I) 

(/) 

0 

0 

:o 

0 0 

0 0 

o o® 

:o 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
(:O O 0) 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

o o® 

o o® 

:o 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
(:o o O) 

BETWEEN ACCENT PATTERNS 
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18 

(18) 
Middle Korean 

I 
Kyeongsang Hamgyeong 

Consider now the word-tone dialects with three distinct tones: 

Haenam-Muan (henceforth HM), KT-C-S and Haman-Sach'eon. 

The HM distinction between -oo words and some '00 words and 
the Haman-Sach'eon distinction between -oo words and some , 00 

words is neutralized as -oo in KT -C-S. The '00 words and some 

-oo words of KT-C-S and the '00 words and some '00 words of 

Haman-Sach'eon fall together as '00 in· HM. Some -oo words and 

the :oo words of KT-C-S and some '00 words and the '00 words 

of HM merge into '00 in Haman-Sach'eon. The three types of dia

lects, HM, KT-C-S and Haman-Sach'eon, therefore cannot have 

developed from each other, so the following family tree is recon· 

structed: 

(19) 

I 
HM KT-C-S H aman-Sach' eon 

As word-tone dialects with three tone patterns like HM, KT-C-S 

and Haman-Sach'eon cannot have developed from those with two 
tone patterns like Kwangju, Hamyang, Seoul and Yeonan-Ch'un

ch'eon on our assumption that the earlier distinctions never reap· 

pear, the latter dialects with two tone patterns must branch from 

the HM or KT-C-S, or Haman-Sach'eon dialects. Kwangju and 

Hamyang cannot be derived from each other, because the '00(0) 

words and some -oo(O) words of Hamyang merge into -oo(O) in 

Kwangju, and some -QO(O) words and the '00(0) words of Kwangju 

merge into -OO(O) in Hamyang. Kwangju can be a descendant of 

HM because '00 and -oo of HM fall together as -oo in Kwangju. 

However, Kwangju can be derived also from KT-C-S by the merger 

of '0(0 ...... ) and -00( ...... ) of KT-C-S, but not from Haman-Sach'eon 
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where the Kwangju distinction between the ~oo( ...... ) words and 
some -00(. ..... ) words is neutralized as ~ 00( ...... ). In consideration of 
geographic distribution (see the accompanying map on p.23) and 
the existence of an intermediate dialect, the Kwangju dialect is 
considered to have developed from HM. According to Kim (1969) 
the Mokp'o dialect in the HM area is an intermediate dialect be
tween HM and K wangju. Including K wangju and Mokp' o, the tree 
in (19) can be extended as in (20) : 

(20) 

I I 
HM KT-C-S Haman-Sach' eon 
I 

Mokp'o 

I 
Kwangju 

The Hamyang distinction between '00 words and some -oo 
words is neutralized as·' OD in HM, that is, Hamyang cannot be a 
descendant of HM. Hamyang can be derived either from KT-C-S 
or Haman-Sach'eon, because all the distinctions in Hamyang are 
preserved in both KT-C-S and Haman-Sach' eon. The incomplete 
geographic distribution cannot tell us whether Hamyang has devel
oped from KT-C-S or Haman-Sach'eon. Seoul and Yeonan-Ch'un
ch' eon types can be derived from any type of dialect except 
Hamgyeong, Hamyang and Haman-Sach'eon (if exceptional pat
terns like/: mogi/ 'mosquito', /: gaji/ 'eggplant' are not taken into 
consideration- see 2.11), because the Seoul-Yeonan-Ch'unch'eon 
distinction between O and :o is neutralized in Hamgyeon, and the 
Seoul-Yeonan-Ch'unch'eon distinction between 00 and :QO is neu
tralized in Hamyang and Haman-Sach'eon. Of course Hamyang 
cannot have developed from Seoul-Yeonan-Ch'unch'eon, because 
Hamyang distinction between '00 and -oo is neutralized in them. 
Yeonan and Ch'unch'eon are considered to have developed from 
Seoul. Thus the following tentative tree of the word-tone types 
may be reconstructed: 

19 



(21) 

I 
HM KT-C-S Haman-Sach' eon 

/ ' I ., 
/ ' 

/ ' 
Mokp'o / ',, , 

l three-tone 
system 

I / ', / 
/ ', / 

K wangju / Ha~yang l .......... /,F 

', / 
', / 

Seoul 
l 

Yeonan-·Ch'unch' eon 

two-tone 
system 

Now, how should the partial trees (18) and (21) be connected? 

Neither HM, KT-C-S nor Haman-Sach'eon can have developed 

form Hamgyeong because the former three preserve all the three 

patterns inherited from MK in monosyllabic words, while Ham

gyeong monosyllabic words show only two distinctive patterns. It 

is possible to derive RM, KT-C-S and Haman-Sach'eon from 

Kyeongsang if we consider that the Kyeongsang patterns QI 0(0) and 

OOl(O) have merged into '00(0) in HM, the Kyeongsang patterns 

001 (0) and 00(0) into -oo(O) in KT-C-S, and the Kyeongsang patterns 

001 (0) and I 00(0) into '00(0) in Haman-Sach'eon. 

Thus the following family tree can be reconstructed including 

all the types of dialects under consideration : 

(22) 

pitch-accent dialects word-tone dialects 

three-tone two-tone 
system system 

{

Hamgyeong 
Haman-. 
Sach'eon ---------

oseong- ______ _ 

T'ong-yeong, <:~-
Middle Korean [K ---- .. ____ >Hamyang 

Kyeongsang - Ch"ilgok. ---------- .. 
Samch'eok ---- .. ______ Yeonan. 

-,Seoul -Ch' h" 
Haenam- . . / unc eon 
M -Mokpo -KwangJu' 

uan 
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Since "jumps" may have occurred in actual historical develop
ments, the mathematically possible number of trees amounts to a 
very large number (see (16)). It is difficult to tell at present which 
one of the possible trees would reflect the actual history. 

The geographical location of each dialect will be shown in the 
accompanying map on p.23. In view of geographic distribution, 
Koseong-T' ong-yeong, Ch'ilgok and Samch' eok are considered to 
have probably developed from Kyeongsang directly. These three 
diale<:ts, KT, Ch'ilgok and Samch'eok, appear to be separated by 
some Kyeongsang dialects. Hamyang would seem to have develop
ed directly from Kyeongsang but not directly from Middle Korean 
in view of the respective pitch shapes and geographic distribution. 
Compare the following pitch shapes of two syllable words : 

(23) Middle Korean 

00(+6- +O) 
00(+0) 
00( + 6)-66( + 0) 
00( + 6)-00( + 0) 

Kyeongsang 
(Taegu) 

00( + O) 
0 6 ( + O) 
66 ( + 0) 
6;6(+0) 

Hamyang 

00(+0) 

{

~~(+O)} 
00(+0) 
66( + 0) 

Koseong-T'ong-yeong, Ch'ilgok and Samch'eok are considered 
to have developed from Kyeongsang and not directly from Middle 
Korean in view of their actual pitch shapes and/or geographic dis
tribution. The developments from Kyeongsang to Hamyang, KT, 
Ch'ilgok, and Samch'eok are considered to be the result of "simpli
fication" in Kiparsky's term (1968). He states "those [isoglosses] 
formed by simplification should be characteristically discontinu
ous because of independent development of the same change in 
several speech communities". 

It' seems safe to say that K wangju has developed from Haenam
Muan, through the stage of being a Mokp'o type. It is an open 
question whether Haenam-Muan has developed directly from 
Middle Korean or has gone through the stage of being a Kyeong
sang type of accent. Haenam-Muan is very similar to Middle 
Korean in pitch shape. Compare the following pitch shapes of two 
syllable words: 
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(24) Middle Korean Haenam-Muan 

I o ro; [OO] { roo; [O~] } 
I oo r; [OO(+O)] roo; [OO] 

I oo; [66-60] 1-001 [OO] 

;roo I [00-00] /'00/ [00] 

A quite simple process would explain the development directly 

from MK down to HM, that is, "all MK patterns with a non

initial rising pitch (r) take a rising tone(') in HM". 

From the geographic point of view Seoul is considered to have 

developed directly from Middle Korean or Kyeongsang rather than 

from K wangju or KT-C-S. If HM has actually developed direct

ly from MK, and Hamyang-Sach'eon directly from Kyeongsang, 

the family tree represented in (25) would seem better to reflect the 

history.® 
(25) Hamgyeong 

-- Seoul 

Middle Korean --

·--Kyeongsang 

-CCh'unch'eon 

Yeonan 

Samch'eok 

Ch'ilgok 

Koseong
T'ong-yeong 

Haman
Sach'eon 

Hamyang 

Haenam
Muan 

---Mokp'o--Kwangju 

10 The situation of HM is quite similar to that of the Western Kyfishil 

dialects of Japanese, exhibiting a two-way accentual opposition. One such 

dialect, Kagoshima, has pitch patterns similar to those of Old Kyooto of the 

llth century. Most Japanese dialectologists consider that Western Kyushu 

has gone through the stage of being an Eastern Kyushu type (e.g., Oita), but 

Jim McCawley (translator's notes in Tokugawa 1972) states that "I am fairly 

sure that ...... the stage 4 accent [a stage with two distinct word-tones] of 

Western Kyuushuu arose directly from stage 2 [a stage former than that of 

Eastern Kyuushuu] or even stage 1 [the stage of Old Kyooto] through a sound 

shift". 
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3.4. Data available at present is so restricted in quantity and 

variety that it is difficult to establish the geographic distribution of 

accentual types and to infer the historical development of each 

dialect. The family tree obtained in (25) may be premature. What 

we need is extensive research on the accentual systems throughout 

the country including the areas of "accentless" dialects. Attention 

must be paid to dialects with differences in vowel quantity like the 

Seoul dialect. This is of importance because the differences in 

vowel quantity between long and short vowels can be one type of 

actualization relating to prosodic phenomena. The area between 

Seoul and Kyeongsang is blank in the accompanying map. What 

type of dialect is spoken in the blank a~ea? Lee (1967 : 369, Fig.9) 

shows that this area belongs to the "tone dialect zone". When this 

blank area is filled up, we may thus be able to speak of the genea

logy of Yeonan, Seoul and Ch'unch'eon. At the same time the 

genealogy of accentless dialects can only be treated after the com

plete establishment of geographic distribution of all the types of 

dialects. It may be undeniable that this attempt has been influenced 

by "Middle Korean preconceptions". Until detailed, exact and ex

tensive researches are conducted on the modern dialects, however, 

this model may be the best we can obtain. Hopefully this prelimi

nary study will serve as a good stepping stone and a stimulus for 

fartner studies into the history and distribution of accentual pat

terns in Korean. 

A Supplementary Note. 

After having written this paper the author got an 

opportunity of investigating the Namhae dialect (mark

ed with the southernmost double circle on the accom

panying map) of Mr. Ryen Yeal Lee. His idiolect exhibits 

just the same accent patterns as those of Haman-Sa 

ch'eon (marked with Greek crosses on the map), rather 

than the Kyeongsang patterns. 
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